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The taboo turns me on. The dirty. The filthy. The nasty. The man your mother f--king warned you

about - is me. Hold onto your panties, ladies. Lucas Carter is here to show you the dark side of the

sheets. Warning: This is a dark romance erotica - meaning lots of violence, sex, and emotionally

disturbing inner dialogue. The main character does not, however, kidnap or force himself on women.

The entire book is told in his point of view. This story does contain murder, tough choices, and

strange sex. This book is entirely fictional, and the sexual techniques described within can be

extremely dangerous. Listen to Lucas' story to spice up your sex life, have a little fun, and watch a

man consumed by darkness grow into a different person. Please don't take any of the acts

described within as instructional and always remember, safety first.
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***WARNING: This is a dark romance erotica  meaning lots of violence, sex, and emotionally

disturbing inner dialogue. The main character does not, however, kidnap or force himself on women.

The entire book is told in his point of view. This story does contain murder, tough choices, and

strange sex.You see when I read that little blurb, I was not in the least bit afraid. I like a good dark

read. I like messed up characters. I like it crazy. BUT HOLY COW...LUCAS CARTER...YOU

CONFOUND ME!I freely admit that I was lost often in this book. Perhaps it was the craziness of the

tale itself or it was that I was really trying to hard to "get it." Lucas Carter is not your typical bad

boy...he is a GOD, well that is at least what he says. He deals in the dark and the taboo. He has

clients that pay him for the dirty...but hey he is not a whore!Well, then there is Audra Holliday...a

potential client? OR maybe an equally dark and crazy God. What was supposed to be "meeting"



turns into a crazy adventure of death, torture, and somewhat of a "relationship." She is the "woman

of his nightmares."But hey that isn't all the cray-cray! You see then there is the 18 yr old neighbor,

Sweet Robbie Carrell...and see she "likes Luke." Plain and simple, she likes him and sees

something in him...other than the possible dead body, the sexy redhead and her comings and

goings. Yep, Robbie "likes Luke." She is the "girl of his dreams."This doozie of a story is a triangle

that is NOT a triangle. It is more of Mind warp of a tale between light and dark. A path of crazy that

leads to possible redemption. I cannot say I liked the story, hell, I know I did not like Lucas at all. I

know he was a mess...but deal lord man your BEAST is in your pants, contain it!Would I

recommend it...probably! The lovers of the dark and dirty will really enjoy. I know I fell in hard like

the last 10% of the book.

Another great read by CM. Lucas is a dark man who will teach you how to deal with the darkness in

you. But when he meets Audra he may have meet his match. Both when his next door neighbor

wants him, she may be the light that he needed. I liked this story but Lucas going back & forth with

his so called feelings for Audra & Robbie was driving me insane. But all in all it was a great read and

can't wait to read another book by CM

HOLY MOTHER OF ALL THAT IS EVIL!Just...wow. C.M. Stunich brings out a whole new level of

darkness when taking us through the life of Lucas Carter. He's a God filled with demons, and I love

him! Lord, do I love him... Her writing style makes me want to crawl into her head and see what

goes on in there! Taboo Unchained was deeply, poetically, and astoundingly

AMAZING!Seriously...WOW!

I'm not sure how to explain my reaction to this story. I was totally engrossed in this book and am

truly glad I read it. I'm a huge fan of CM Stunich's work. I'm just not so sure I was good with the

ending. I wanted Lucas/Luke to have his HEA but I think his past and current occupation was a

teansy bit over-the-top for me to be ok with who he ended up with in the end. I was happy for HIM

but I guess my "mother" instincts came out and I felt a lot like Robbie's dad did. I felt protective of

her and thought "Hell no, not with MY daughter!". But isn't that the brilliance of Ms. Stunich's

writing? I actually felt attached to these people and she got me all riled up. That's what good writing

does. It makes you feel like you're in the story. Your insides react. FABULOUS work CM Stunich!

First let me say I LOVE C.M. STUNICH! This review is hard for me to write because I really have



read and loved all of her other work. I don't mind dark stories....i was looking forward to reading this

story. In the beginning I felt like okay...he is into some things that are taboo....I can deal with this.

Then a love triangle began.....hmmm.....I really felt he had more of a connection with one than the

other and then just when I thought he was going for the one I was rooting for...bam...nope. Didn't

feel there was a connection with the "girl" he chose. Why did I give it 3 stars...not because he didn't

pick my chose...but because I need to feel when I read. I also need to imagine...I had difficulty doing

these things. Will I continue to read C.M. Stunich's work......ABSOLUTELY!

did not like this book one bit. Dark romance but left you feeling unsettled. I didn't mind the dark part,

but I kept waiting for something and then it ended and I was completely disappointed. I think I am

done with this author. the ending is typically where you need to redeam yourself and it was not

satisfying.

WOW what can I say but CM has brought us to a very dark place in Taboo Unchained. Lucas Carter

is a man with so many dark emotions and secrets that you can totally feel his pain and want to know

how deep this wound goes. We are taken on one very crazy rollercoaster ride with ups and downs

and twists and turns that will make you want to stay on until everything is revealed. If you are

looking for a book that will take you places that can keep you guessing what will happen when you

turn the page this is definitely one you won't want to miss.

Loved this book . Dark and yummy
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